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III/IV B. Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  MARCH / APRIL - 2016

First  Semester

ELECTRICAL  &  ELECTRONICS

ELECTRICAL  MEASUREMENTS

Time : Three Hours     Maximum : 70 Marks

Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory. 14x1=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit. 4x14=56 M

1. a) Classification of Instruments ?

b) Mention few advantages of moving iron instrument ?

c) Write the principle of dynamometer ?

d) Define Synchroscope ?

e) What is data loggers ?

f) Define accuracy ?

g) Write application of LED ?

h) What is measurement of permeability ?

i) What are methods used for measurement of high resistance ?

j) Define gauge sensitivity.

k) Explain the principle of LVDT ?

l) Types of DVMs ?

m) Define Strain Ganges and Measurement of Strain ?

n) What are uses of Electric Transducers ?

UNIT - I

2. Describe with suitable diagrams the two forms of moving iron type instruments.  Derive

expression for the deflecting torque and show this type of meter reads rms values for ac

quantities.

(OR)

3. a) Discuss briefly the essential features of indicating instruments.

b) Explain with a neat sketch the construction and operation of a D'Arsonval galvanometer.

P.T.O.
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UNIT - II

4. a) Write the construction and principle of frequency meters.

b) Draw the block diagram of vertical amplifier and explain its working.

(OR)

5. a) How is magnitude and phase measured on a CRO for two different waves.

b) Explain the principle and working of synchroscope ?

UNIT - III

6. a) Explain Maxwell's bridge ?

b) Explain how capacitance can be measured by the use of a schering bridge with a neat

diagram and further derive the unknown capacitance of balance.

(OR)

7. Describe with the help of diagram the loss of charge method for determining the insulation

resistance of a length of a cable.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Explain the working of thermo couple and write the advantages and laminations of

thermocouple.

b) A certain crystal has a coupling coefficient of 0.32.  How much electrical energy must be

applied to produce an output of 10 in of mechanical energy ?

(OR)

9. Describe the methods of measurement of pressure using

a) Capacitive transducer.

b) Photo electric transducer.
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III/IV B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, NOV/DEC- 2016
First Semester

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:70

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory. 14X1=14 M

Answer One Question from each Unit. 4X14=56 M

1. a)  Write the principle of PMMC?

b)  Advantages of Moving iron instrument?

c)  Distinguish between active and passive transducers?

d)  Write the principle of power factor meters?

e)  Write the principle of energy meter?

f)  Write about B-H curve?

g)  Write the applications of CRO?

h)  Define precision?

i)  What is data loggers?

j)  Define creeping Error?

k)  Advantages of Maxwell’s bridge?

l)  Principle of CTs?

m) Advantage of LED’s over LCD’s?

n)  Write short note on Data Recorders?

UNIT-I
2. Describe the construction and working of a PMMC type of instrument. Derive the expres-

sion for deflection for a PMMC ammeter if it is (i) Spring controlled and (ii) Gravity con-

trolled. Comment up on the shape of scale in both cases.

(OR)
3. a)  Explain the method to measure Energy and reactive power in three phase circuit?

b)  Explain the functional elements of an instrument with neat block diagram and classify

    the instruments?

UNIT-II
4. Explain the “method of reversals” and step-by-step method for determination of B-H

curve of specimens.

P.T.O
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(OR)
5. a)  Explain the construction and principle of power factor meters.

b)  Explain with the help of block diagram of dual beam CRO?

UNIT-III
6. a)  Explain Schering’s bridge?

b)  Explain Kelvin’s double bridge?

(OR)
7. a)  How does a current transformer differ from an ordinary power transformer?

b)  What will happen if the secondary circuit of a CT is accidently opened while the

     primary is carrying current?

c)  Explain the meaning of the term “Burden” in the instrument transformer.

UNIT-IV
8. a)  Explain the construction and working principle of LVDT?

b)  Explain the principle of operation of a successive approximation type of Digital

     Voltmeter with a neat block diagram.

(OR)
9. Explain the principle of operation of a Dual Slope type of Digital voltmeter with a neat

block diagram.
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